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summary technical guide.
Wook2.

New "S" shape tip design -Insignia with Double
stitch for better leading
for a better
edge / spi junction.
strength optimization.
-Insigna reinforcement
between spi and
eva lycra foam.

3dview.

Sizes.

-New end batten design Doublure skin
for better aerodynamics on trailing edge.
performance.
-New bladders designs

Wind range. Color ways.
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- 07>15

- 14

- 08>17

- 12

- 10>23

- 9.5

- 16>28

- 7.5

- 22>35

- 6.0
- 4.5

- 26>40
- 40> ?

Description.
Recommended for :
Advanced wave riding, freeride.
Design :
A new design from Bruno Legaignoux - Design devlopment by
Nicolas Caillou and Alain Bernard - Test team Franz Olry, Herve
Boure, Marco Gondard and Tuva Jansen.
Graphics : by Arnaud Scius.
Shape :
A high power and manoeuvrable kite for radical wave riding.
Bigger sizes deliver maximum power in light winds. Smaller sizes are
stable and easy to handle in strong winds.
Wide de-power range for maximum control and acceleration.
Balanced and rigid form, the ideal kite for short line riding (less than
20 metres).
Its medium aspect ratio gives excellent stability and incredibly fast,
easy re-launch between wave sets for a kite of this high performance.

REF# :

Innovations :
- Tape reinforced and double stitched leading edge / sail seam
for maximum strength.
- Tape reinforcement between sail and EVA lycra
foam bladder tubes.
- New S shape tip design for optimum strength.
- Double layer of fabric along the trailing edge.
- New bladder design.
- New batten design.
- New tip batten design for improved aerodynamic performance.
- HDK fabric.
Riders verdict :
Franz Olry : "My favourite kite is my Wook2 9.5 on 19 metre
lines. In surf its speed and manoeuvrability are amazing, great
for big raileys too ! It's a great kite because it's never dead in
the sky! "

